**USAGE**

Fry Reglet Integrated Functional Reveal Rail creates a horizontal reveal designed to accept a chartrail insert and hook insert. Provides an aesthetic reveal that is fully integrated into dry wall.

**GUIDE SPECIFICATION**

Where indicated on drawings, Fry Reglet “Integrated Functional Reveal Rail” shall be installed. Aluminum shall be extruded alloy 6063 T5, with chemical conversion coating or clear anodized finish. Refer to finish section.
Fry Reglet Chartrail Insert is designed to be inserted into the Integrated Functional Reveal Rail. Chartrail can be used to hold markers or as a stand for presentations or artwork.

**GUIDE SPECIFICATION**
Where indicated on drawings, Fry Reglet Chartrail Insert shall be installed. Aluminum shall be extruded alloy 6063 T5, with chemical conversion coating, clear anodized or other specified finish. Refer to finish section.

**HOOK INSERT**
Fry Reglet Hook Insert is designed to be inserted into the Integrated Functional Reveal Rail. Hooks can be placed anywhere on the reveal as needed, and repositioned for different sized objects like artwork, photography or presentations.

**GUIDE SPECIFICATION**
Where indicated on drawings, Fry Reglet Hook Insert shall be installed. Aluminum shall be extruded alloy 6063 T5. Standard finish clear anodized.